
 

 

 

 
The following is the list of questions asked for the nomination of 

Transformational Country Champion category. For best results, it is 

recommended this information be handy at the time of the online nomination. 

The nomination form does not allow to save and continue, all questions must be 

answered at once. Some answers may be left blank if unknown. 

 
When ready to nominate click here. 

 
 

1. Name of Transformational Country Champion nominee 

2. Country 

3. City or Town 

4. Nominee's email 

5. Nominee's Phone Number 

6. Nominees Social Media Accounts 

 
a. Twitter 

b. Facebook 

c. LinkedIn 

d. Instagram 

e. YouTube 

f. Website 

 
7. Is the nominee 

8. Why do you believe this individual deserves to be a GREEN CHAMPION? 

9. Where can the GFC find out more about this nominee's impact. Provide as much 

information as possible 

10. What is the nominee's historical experience in climate action? 

11. What Roles, management and responsibilities has the nominee developed? 

12. Who are the direct and indirect beneficiaries of the nominee's climate action? 

13. What are are the Impacts, benefits and results of the nominee's actions on climate? 

14. What have been the lessons learned? 

15. How has the nominee generated clear results on reducing CO2 emissions or 

increasing resilience? Do the nominee’s actions follow the climate change national 

policies and strategies and has a high level of acceptance? How? Has the nominee 

contributed to long-term country programs? 

16. Do the nominee’s actions create a difference at a local level? How? Have the 

nominee’s actions created a difference at a national level? How? Could the nominee’s 

actions be quantified? How? 

17. Do the nominee’s actions promote a new process or procedure, a new  business 

model or a new technology application? Which ones? 

18. Do the nominee’s actions include a monitoring mechanism and or a learning exchange 

mechanism? Which ones? 

19. Upload documentation such as images, brochures or other files you consider  supports 

the nomination 

http://www.greenchampion.online/Transformational.html

